Dear Francesca!

Without you the world would be a disgusting wasteland full of sick people, trash covered streets, and unhealthy air: so would Ardorfest! The world would be a plant murdering, animal killing, evil terrorizing mess. Instead, you made Ardorfest clean, fresh, beautiful, amoral, enchanting, rainbow of a world, a unicorn sharing heart-racing, and excellent recycling of a world.

When I walked up to the trash, recycling and compost it was so organized that I could find the place to put my plate in a split second, so me and mother earth thank you.

- mother earth and vivian
Dear Nicole,

Thank you for overseeing this year's Country Store. You created a peaceful environment to escape from the sugary chocolate and whipped cream-filled Arborfest craziness. Lots of interesting objects to look at and purchase greeted me when I entered the converted Music room. I loved walking into the store and feeling like I was a part of the Arbor community that had worked together to make it. My Arborfest highlight was discovering a jar of sweet pickles hiding on a shelf near the back wall, which I immediately bought. Their crisp outside and the flavorful brine make them some of the best pickles I have ever tasted.

Sincerely,

Madison
Dear Nicole,

Your countless hours of work have paid off! The Country store was a buzz of fascinating artwork and blooming creativity. From fabulous clothes to satisfying stress balls, you have elevated the country store to great heights. We all thank you for your time.

Although there was great candy everywhere, I especially enjoyed the explosion of flavor in the rainbow lollipops.

-Harry
Dear Family,

Thank you for having the dance over. It was spectacular the way they moved their feet so the bells rung and the dresses flowed. I can't imagine what I would be doing without you inviting the dancers. I thought the dance was my epic favorite. My booth at Arborfest was Whipped Cream. Everything and everybody who did the booth went around campus with whipped cream all over their face. This year my favorite part of Arborfest was the lemon peppermint sticks. The juicy sun yellow citrus fruit with a snow white and blood red spiraling stick brought me great joy.

Sincerely
Lucie
Dear Francesca,

Thank you for making sure everyone knew where to put what, and keeping the trash quantity to a minimum. I noticed there were about 5 more trash bins, and there were so many volunteers showing people where to put what. There was a piping plate and a recycling bin, a food waste bin, and a recycling bin. Apartment has always been fun, but I’m glad to see it’s getting greener. I remember loving my 4 year old brother’s enthusiasm, and it was sweet how he didn’t want a paper grape prize, instead he wanted a donut. Zev (my little brother) didn’t do donut, though; he did let my dad do donut bits and give him the donut! Thank you for helping make Apartment the great celebration it always is.

Sincerely, Quinn
Dear Katie,

Thank you for doing so much work on Arborfest. I can't imagine how hard it would be to get all of the volunteers together. Your work made everybody's Arborfest special: Snow-cones and Pretzelvania (The Primary Pretzel store). Nobody could have had all these wonderful experiences without you.

Sincerely,

Ben